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1   Introduction

Shanghai Cooperation Organization (often abbreviated to the SCO only), the most visible project of integration and security collaboration in the region of Central Asia, is an up-to-date topic today. However, it’s also connected with lots of questions and ambiguities. Sometimes it’s depicted as a “threat” to the dominance of the West, but at another time, it’s described as a splendid “discussion club” only. The main purpose of this thesis is to briefly sum the history, membership, structure and activities of the SCO and to provide SWOT analysis (i.e. strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats), and therefore, perform an assessment of true potential of the SCO, especially the feasibility of becoming a global security actor.

2   History

Although the SCO is sometimes presented as an example of something “new” (new quality of Russian-Chinese relations),  Cohen, A.: The Russia-China Friendship and Cooperation Treaty: A Strategic Shift in Eurasia?, on‑line text. the truth is that the roots of the SCO history could be traced at least to the final phases of Soviet perestroika. In May 1989, the General Secretary of Soviet Communist Party Michael Gorbatschev visited China and signed a treaty on state borders of the eastern region and a treaty covering decreasing of armed forces in that area. However, this cooperation declined in the first half of 1990’s, as the USSR ceased to exist and Russia went through deep crisis, losing its superpower status. Talks about the borders continued, but they were broadened to the format of five countries: Russia, China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. The final result of the talks was signing of the Treaty on Deepening Military Trust in Border Regions on April 26, 1996 in Shanghai. Since that, these states have been called the “Shanghai Five”. On April 24, 1997 in Moscow, the same five states also signed the Treaty on Reduction of Military Forces in Border Regions. In the following years, the cooperation in the sector of border security continued; the “Shanghai Five” gradually changed and evolved from a discussion platform to a security cooperation organization.  Horák, S.: Rusko a Střední Asie po rozpadu SSSR, pp. 59-60.
In 2001, the five states were joined by Uzbekistan, which doesn’t have borders with China, thus there hadn’t been much space and interest for cooperation, but the victories of Taliban in Afghanistan (1998) and invasion of Uzbek extremists to Kyrgyzstan (1999) fairly changed the situation. On June 15, 2001 in summit in Shanghai, the six countries signed the Declaration of Shanghai Cooperation Organization. In July 2001, Russian Federation and People’s Republic of China signed the Treaty of Good-Neighbourliness and Friendly Cooperation. One year later (June 2002), the six members of the SCO approved the SCO Charter, which established basic mechanisms and functions of the organs and declared a goal to form an anti-terrorist structure. In 2003, China proposed a free-trade area within the SCO borders, and in 2004, the Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure (RATS) was created. The following developments were significantly influenced by the growing presence of the US forces in Central Asia, which also caused rising anti-American sentiments there. In 2005, the USA applied for observer status in the SCO, but they were refused; in addition, the SCO urged the USA to set a clear timetable of withdrawal of their military forces from the territory of the SCO states. In 2006, the “all-Asian” ambitions of the organization were confirmed by the presence of India, Pakistan, Iran and Mongolia in the summit. In 2007, the SCO signed an agreement on broadening security collaboration with the CSTO (Collective Security Treaty Organization).  Horák, S.: Rusko a Střední Asie po rozpadu SSSR, pp. 61-65.

3   Membership

There are six “regular” members of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization today: Russian Federation, People’s Republic of China, Republic of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Republic of Tajikistan and Republic of Uzbekistan. There are also four observers: Mongolia (it was the first country to achieve this status in 2004), Republic of India, Islamic Republic of Pakistan and Islamic Republic of Iran (these three became observers in 2005).  Shanghai Cooperation Organization, WWW site. But only Pakistan and Iran pursue full membership status, while India and Mongolia seem to be satisfied with their current stance. Other candidates for full membership include Turkmenistan, Afghanistan and Belorussia. The possible membership of Turkmenistan is complicated by its “neutral” policy, which was pursued by the deceased president Niyazov and is continued by his successor, and Afghanistan founds itself, of course, in a state of internal war.  Weitz, R.: SCO fails to solve its expansion dilemma, on‑line text. Belorussia indeed applied for membership (with a support of Kazakhstan), but it was refused, being purely European state. Belorussia is now invited to the SCO summits as a “dialogue partner”, as is usually Sri Lanka. Afghanistan takes part as a “guest attendant”, similarly to the states of the Commonwealth of Independent States without a formal status in the SCO (i.e. Ukraine, Armenia, Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan) and also the representatives of ASEAN (Thailand, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Burma, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei and Philippines).  Shanghai Cooperation Organization, WWW site.
The SCO is sometimes confused with the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), but these are completely different organizations. CSTO is one of residues of now-defunct CIS and one of the few features of CIS that has been really functional. The Treaty on Collective Security was signed on May 15, 1992 and the signers were Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Armenia. In 1993, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Belorussia joined them and in 1994, the treaty was ratified and declared valid for five years. However, after that time, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Uzbekistan refused to approve the prolongation. In 2002, the CSTO was formally established by following countries: Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Armenia. Uzbekistan has joined CSTO in 2006. It is an organization created for a mutual (collective) defense, i.e. the aggression against any member would be considered aggression against all. CSTO has formed its own multinational rapid-reaction forces.  Horák, S.: Rusko a Střední Asie po rozpadu SSSR, pp. 67-73. While the SCO is often seen as an attempt to build a “Russian-Chinese condominium” in the Central Asia,  Horák, S.: Rusko a Střední Asie po rozpadu SSSR, p. 65. the CSTO is absolutely and undoubtedly dominated by Russia.

4   Structure

The highest decision-making organ of the SCO is the Council of Heads of State (i.e. the presidents of the six countries), which holds annual summits (usually in summer), every time in the capital of the selected state. The second-highest institution is the Council of Heads of Governments (i.e. the prime ministers of the members), which also holds annual summits; the main purpose is to discuss multilateral cooperation and to approve the SCO budget. The third body is the Council of Foreign Ministers, which also holds annual summits (while not at the same time as the previous two Councils) and solves relations to other states. The fourth main organ is the Council of National Coordinators; they are government-nominated officials who deal with concrete issues of multilateral cooperation within the SCO Charter framework. The main executive body is the Secretariat of SCO that implements the approved decisions, drafts proposals of documents to be discussed, deals with the day-to-day processes in the SCO and also performs the function of the document depository. It is located in Beijing and headed by the Secretary General. The security cooperation within the SCO is the main task of Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure (RATS), which is a permanent organ with headquarters in Tashkent, Uzbekistan. Apart from these, there are also three non-government organs working within the structure of the SCO. These are the SCO Business Council (for meetings of representatives of economy), the SCO Interbank Consortium (the governors of the national banks) and the SCO Forum (platform for discussions about various topics).  Shanghai Cooperation Organization, WWW site.

5   Activities

The main aim of the SCO is security cooperation in the region of Central Asia. However, its scale has significantly changed. The first treaties referred mainly to the problems of border security only; in fact, they were rather “tools” to overcome and solve border tensions among the members. But after the SCO formal establishment, the purpose has evolved to wider tasks of stabilization of the whole region of Central Asia, and there are also ambitions to overcome this regional purpose and to forge a new alliance with global relevance, which could challenge the “hegemony” of the USA and the West.  Yom, S.: Power Politics in Central Asia, on-line text. The SCO Charter includes the main purpose of the SCO: to fight the “three evils” of terrorism, separatism and extremism.  Shanghai Cooperation Organization, WWW site. However, these three terms could have very different meanings. For example, “separatism” is a word used for Taiwan by China, while Russia is cautious to use it (because of the South Ossetia issue). The words “extremism” and “terrorism” are usual terms for Islamism in Central Asia, while China uses it also for situation in Tibet and Xinjiang.  Cohen, A.: Competition over Eurasia: Are the U.S. and Russia on a Collision Course?, on‑line text.
The SCO repeatedly declared that it has no intentions to become a military bloc. However, there were also declarations that the combat against the “three evils” could require a full-scale involvement of military forces. The SCO member countries also arrange multilateral military exercises, the first one in August 2003 in China and Kazakhstan, called Interaction 2003 and focused on “isolating and eliminating terrorist groups”.  Carlson, C.: Central Asia: Shanghai Cooperation Organization Makes Military Debut, on‑line text. However, the well-known military Russian-Chinese exercises, called Peace Mission (2005 and 2007), were not held as the SCO actions, but only as bilateral issues, although the observers of the SCO countries were present there and the main goals were very similar. The security cooperation is generally coordinated by the RATS, which should deal not only with the “three evils”, but also with the dangers of cross-border crime, especially drugs or human trafficking. The treaty on cooperation with the CSTO, signed in 2007, covers these issues too.  Shanghai Cooperation Organization, WWW site.

The second main area of cooperation within the SCO framework is economy. While in the beginning the goals of the organization had seemed to be purely security issues, the economic dimension appeared soon. The first sign was the Chinese proposal of free-trade area in 2003. Although it was rather declaration of a long-term desire, it indicated a significant shift in the aims of the SCO. And the later developments clearly confirmed this. On September 23, 2003, the member states of the SCO signed an agreement on enhancing economic collaboration and one year later, the plan of “100 specific actions” was signed to improve flow of goods within the borders of the SCO.  Horák, S.: Rusko a Střední Asie po rozpadu SSSR, p. 63. The summit in 2005 was very important from this point of view, as it declared the prioritization of joint energy projects, such as the production and processing of oil and gas, the exploration of hydrocarbon reserves and joint exploitation of water resources. The establishment of SCO Interbank Consortium was also approved, holding its first meeting in February 2006. Russia also announced the plan to create an “Energy Club” within the SCO, although the other countries seem quite reluctant to this idea.  Roy, A. N.: Shanghai Cooperation Organisation – Towards New Dynamism, on-line text. In the years 2008 and 2009, the SCO and its members declared and took actions against the economic crisis, including the Chinese loan (USD 10 billion) to Central Asian economies. The third main sector of the SCO cooperation is the cultural one. It includes mainly miscellaneous arts festivals and exhibitions; however, their function is primarily symbolic.

6   SWOT analysis

6.1	Strengths
The theoretical potential of the six SCO members is gigantic and enormous. The countries cover area of over 30 million square km and have population over 1.5 billion (but its absolute majority is, of course, Chinese). The overall gross domestic product (purchasing power parity) reaches almost to USD ten trillion (i.e. USD 10,000,000,000,000). Nominally, it’s almost five trillion, especially because of the Chinese fiscal policy. Also their natural resources represent extremely huge reserves, especially thanks to Siberia and Central Asia, which can provide in fact all resources necessary for a today’s economy. On the other hand, China is, except of coal or certain specific minerals, rather resource-lacking state. However, the main contribution of China to the SCO strength is its (at least at sight) strong and fast-growing economy with GDP rising about 10 percent per year. The six countries can also provide massive and strong armed forces; their mobilization potential surpasses 300 million soldiers.  The World Factbook, WWW site.

6.2	Weaknesses
The first (and the most important) weakness of the SCO is completely different motivation of its members, i.e. Russia, China and four Central Asian countries. For Russia, the SCO was primarily an instrument to re-establish control over Central Asia and to keep acceptable and non-conflicting relations with China, as long as it will be possible.  Horák, S.: Rusko a Střední Asie po rozpadu SSSR, p. 65. But Chinese motivations are probably much more complex. Besides the expansion to Central Asia (which is in essence contradictory to Russian aims), one of the main Chinese goals seems to be the stabilization of the Xinjiang province with Muslim (Uighur) population; Xinjiang is very important from the economic point of view, because it contains significant part of Chinese oil reserves. The other members support these Chinese plans, as the Islamists there represent a threat for them too.  Sznajder, A. P.: China’s Shanghai Cooperation Organisation Strategy, on‑line text, pp. 93-95. But China also greatly desires deeper economic integration of the SCO, because the strength of Chinese economy could allow the economic dominance over the whole organization and at the same time, it could permit China to use huge natural resources of Russia and Central Asia. But this is just the main reason, for which the other members refuse such proposals, because they are well aware of the long-term ambitions of China.  Horák, S.: Rusko a Střední Asie po rozpadu SSSR, p. 63. Russia is probably worried about the expansion of Chinese influence to Central Asian republics.

Another very important question is the anti-American motivation of Russia and China. The views of experts somewhat vary, but they generally agree that China stresses this factor more. The basic difference is probably that Russia views the SCO only as a regional organization for stabilizing Central Asia, while China could be more ambitious and could view the SCO as one of tools of global expansion. The withdrawing of the US armed forces is common goal of both powers; the close relations of certain Central Asian republics to the USA also displease them. Russia is nervous because of the “color revolutions” that caused replacement of pro-Russian governments by rather pro-Western ones and also because of the American military bases in territories of former Soviet republics, close to Russian borders.  Sznajder, A. P.: China’s Shanghai Cooperation Organisation Strategy, on‑line text, pp. 95-98. However, it is often clearly stated that the USA, Russia and China definitely share the general goal, i.e. the suppression of Islamic terrorism in the region, and that collaboration is necessary.  Cohen, A.: Competition over Eurasia: Are the U.S. and Russia on a Collision Course?, on‑line text.  Yom, S.: Power Politics in Central Asia, on-line text. But the Central Asian states generally don’t share anti-Western motivations of China and Russia and try to maintain close relations to the USA. The members also quite differ in the view towards the SCO itself; Russia sees it as “Russia, China and four Central Asian republics”, whereas the Chinese view is rather “China and five post-Soviet republics”. And four Central Asian countries apparently take the SCO above all as a tool for cooperation with China, while collaboration with Russia is realized rather within the framework of the CSTO.  Horák, S.: Rusko a Střední Asie po rozpadu SSSR, pp. 64-65.
The second main weakness of the SCO is its structural fragility, because no single country could be described as truly strong, not even Russia and China; and in fact, Tajikistan is very close to the brink of a “weak state”. To sum it up, there are three states considerably stronger (Russia, China, Kazakhstan), but the others are weaker (Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan). There are also significant tensions among the regular members and observers. First, of course, the Russian-Chinese relations, although officially presented as friendly and warm, are very far from ideal. They could be described as “axis of convenience”, i.e. the cooperation as long as it is profitable. There are highly different predictions of the future of Russian-Chinese relations, many of them depending on the US policy towards both states.  Lo, B.: Russia-China: Axis of Convenience, on-line text.  Cohen, A.: The Russia-China Friendship and Cooperation Treaty: A Strategic Shift in Eurasia?, on‑line text.  Cohen, A.: Competition over Eurasia: Are the U.S. and Russia on a Collision Course?, on‑line text. Apart of this issue, the tensions between China and Kazakhstan should be mentioned; and counting with a possibility of expansion of the SCO, there are, of course, relations with the observers, as the India is the main Chinese regional rival, while Pakistan is only Chinese “proxy” against India. In fact, the sense of the observer status itself remains misty.  Weitz, R.: SCO fails to solve its expansion dilemma, on‑line text.

And the significant tensions between members of the SCO are not only “geopolitical”, they are also based on natural resources, i.e. there are tensions between suppliers and consumers. Of course, the main and largest consumer is China, while Russia, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan are main producers of oil and gas and (this should not be forgotten) Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan supply drinking water, but they are simultaneously high consumers of foreign oil and gas. It is hard to decide, whether these mutual dependences (China is absolutely dependent on foreign resources, but the post-Soviet states need Chinese investments and workforce) form basis for long-term partnership, or rather for a conflict.  Horák, S.: Rusko a Střední Asie po rozpadu SSSR, p. 63.
Nevertheless, there is one very important factor supporting the latter alternative; the states of the SCO, in contrast to the members of the NATO and the EU, completely lack something as “common identity” or “shared values”. There is no “cultural proximity”, no “soft power”. Also this was one of the reasons for the “axis of convenience” term. The cultural cooperation within the SCO should probably change this situation, but the results have been so far weak. Russia and four Central Asian republic share at least “Soviet history” (and Russian culture is popular there), but they have simply nothing in common with China.  Sznajder, A. P.: China’s Shanghai Cooperation Organisation Strategy, on‑line text, p. 99. And finally, no single member of the SCO is a liberal democracy, while history could provide a lot of evidences for the opinion that cooperation of more or less authoritarian régimes doesn’t last long. To sum it, the SCO is based on need, not on desire; it’s rather forced dependency than a true alliance “by heart”. This is supported by the fact that the SCO (contrary to popular belief and in contrast to the CSTO) contains no clause of collective defense.
The sub-chapter about strengths contained also remark on armed forces. However, Russian and Chinese forces, although numerous, are far from standards of the 21st century. Both states pursue both intensive and extensive military reforms, but they still have long journeys to go. (This was excellently illustrated by the “lapses” of Russian army in war against Georgia.) The People’s Liberation Army (official name of the Chinese armed forces), though containing also well-trained and up-to-date equipped units, is generally still an “army of the Cold War”, not capable to fight in modern wars. Both Russia and China also lack capabilities for a long-range “force projection” (especially modern aircraft carriers and amphibious vessels) and their true potentials permit most likely relatively small-scale regional actions only, such as the missions demonstrated during above-mentioned exercises.

6.3	Opportunities
The first (and probably achievable) opportunity corresponds with the main official goal of the SCO, i.e. the stabilization and utilization of Central Asian region and the suppression of Islamic extremism and terrorism there. This purpose is evidently supported also by the USA, as it’s in accordance with the goals of the international community. The SCO has a theoretical potential to expand to South East Asia (maybe, to include states of the ASEAN?) or to Middle East. With inclusion of India, Pakistan and Iran, the SCO could become the largest economic bloc in the world (with population of three billion), totally independent and definitely capable of challenging dominant position of the USA and the West. (This would be something like the “Coalition of Asian States” and “Greater Islamic Republic”, perfectly described in the famous Dragon’s Fury book by Jeff Head.) With introducing the mutual defense principle (maybe by joining with CSTO somehow?), the SCO could really become an “Eastern NATO”, although such a goal has been repeatedly officially denied.  Shanghai Cooperation Organization, WWW site.

6.4	Threats
The first group of threats for the SCO is represented just by the “three evils” that the SCO should fight against. Islamic extremism and terrorism is still strong in the region and there are various forms of separatism, threatening especially Russia and China. Regardless of official declarations, the real willingness and abilities of the states to provide mutual support are more than questionable. Another threat is the strength of the USA and the whole West; although the USA have no “direct” interests in the Central Asia, except of the defeat of Islamic extremism and terrorism (this is shared by Russia and China), their potential could definitely allow them to launch a new “diplomatic offensive” to “get back” the Central Asian republics, i.e. to drive them away from Russia and China  Roy, A. N.: Shanghai Cooperation Organisation – Towards New Dynamism, on-line text. (especially with the US credibility rising again under the administration of Barack Obama). And there is also the global economic crisis: The problems of Russia and China are growing, and in case of China, the crisis could “uncover” the inherent problems of the whole country (not only financial and economic, but also social or ecologic). There are predictions that China may simply not “survive” the crisis, i.e. its economic growth could stop, which would (with the processes of power devolution and the structural problems) cause possibly even total state collapse, internal armed conflicts etc. (The internal problems of China are very serious and should not be underestimated, as Susan L. Shirk writes in her book with a self-explaining title: China: Fragile Superpower.)

7   Conclusions

The Shanghai Cooperation Organization has already established itself as (and this has to be stressed) potentially important security actor in the region of Central Asia. It provides at least discussion platform for security cooperation and the Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure could be effective institution for the coordination of actions against the “three evils”. The theoretical potential of the SCO is definitely enormous; however, the organization has got also important weaknesses of “inherent” type, i.e. almost or entirely impossible to overcome. The main ones are very different basic motivations and views of the actors (Russia, China and four Central Asian republics) and controversial relations between Russia and China. The cooperation in the area of security can further improve, especially against non-state or “asymmetric” threats (i.e. terrorism), but closer military ties seem improbable, as they would collide with the CSTO and also close ties of the Central Asian states to the USA. Deeper economic integration is hardly imaginable because of the totally different economies of the states and because of the obvious fact that such bloc would be dominated by China, with Russia being a “junior” partner, only a supplier of resources and market for products.
Although there are intentions to depict the SCO as a “menace” to the West, the assessment of its real capabilities clearly shows that such a “menace” (if it even does exist) is nothing but symbolic. And moreover, such an evaluation can be made in theory only, as there has been in fact no serious and concrete issue that the SCO has dealt with! (Frankly said, the organization usually wastes a huge amount of time only by discussions about its own future…) The SCO is definitely not an “Eastern NATO” and it’s more than questionable, whether it will be at some time at all. It could be perhaps described as something as “Eastern OSCE”. However, it lacks its legitimacy, because the OSCE (although quite weak in terms of “hard security”) is at least respected as a “neutral arbiter” or “authority” (in terms of “soft security”, the OSCE is much stronger than it seems), while the SCO is rather a “power tool”. Finally, at present time and in careful predictions of short- and mid-term future, the Shanghai Cooperation Organization can be considered a quite relevant security actor in regional scale, but it’s presumably not capable to become a security actor with global importance.
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